TO DR. W.H. TIMMONS...

We proudly dedicate the 1963 Flowsheet. A friend to his students and highly regarded by his fellow professors, Dr. Timmons became a hard-working member of the faculty at the college upon his arrival in 1949. Dr. Timmons received his Ph.D in history from the University of Texas, where he wrote his dissertation on Jose Maria Morelos, called "the greatest leader of the movement for Mexican independence" from Spain. From this dissertation has come a new book of significance in Mexican History—a biography entitled Morelos—Priest, Soldier, Statesman of Mexico. From his early research into the life of the Mexican leader, Dr. Timmons became convinced that too little was known about the great leader, so he determined to help bring him more forcefully to the attention of Americans. His book has done so. For his teaching, for his friendship to students, for his hard work to advance the interests of this college, we salute him and to him we dedicate this yearbook.

Dr. S. D. Myres, Mr. Carl Hertzog, and Dr. Timmons survey the frontispiece of Dr. Timmons' new book on Jose Morelos.
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CAMPUS LIFE
"If you think I'm going to paint any mountain, you are out of your mind!"

"I always thought Freshmen now I know what it is!"

"And just WHAT did you have in mind?"
PAIL OF WHITENASH

had a purpose on campus,

"Shotguns are for weddings... not FRESHMEN!"

"AT LEAST he kept his beanie clean!"
Chow line? I'm sorry, but this is for Modern Dance tryouts!

FRESHMEN FEED THEIR FACES

Didn't your mother ever teach you to wash before eating?

What'd you expect—FILET MIGNON?
"...and from here we go to the University of Mississippi"

"...and this one's for Jimmy Meredith, it's called 'you'll never walk alone'"
...and this little piggy went to market...

Well, regimentation's here again.
Go directly to jail—don't pass go, don't collect $200.

Let's see your driver's license, birth certificate, last year's registration receipt...
"She just THINKS she's going to have a good time!"

"Talk about a mob scene...!"

"The U. N. meets again!"

"Well you see, it wasn't really a RAID!..."
"She didn't shave her legs!"

"And it's all MINE!!"

"I was told to rush everybody."

"Did you hear about the traveling salesman who..."

"And it's all MINE!!"
FOOTBALL WAS BETTER

Remember that goal-line stand against U. of N. M?
Did you ever feel really unpopular?

THAN EVER

Smashed 'em - Huh?
APO MILK FUND

In order to raise money for their annual Milk Fund, the APO's evidently invited several guest speakers from the peace corps.
If I can't have XXX -nothing-

HOMECOMING DECORATIONS

What a welcome!

and in this modern age, too . . .
These dedicated professors donated their time and energy to the instruction of the Colombia-bound Peace Corps.

The educated adventurers—a name earned by the men and women preparing to teach in Colombian Universities.
Progress at TWC...

...with new dormitories being built for men and women.
Playing handsies, fellas?

"Dig that chick four rows up....!"

Camera hogs!!
"BASKETBALL"

Last time I did this I got my hand caught... took almost 15 minutes to get me down!

"For the last time, NO! You can't play with my ball!"

"Go down four blocks, turn right, and 'Pepe's' is right across the street..."
What! Me worry...

Hmmm... it is grey!

There were 33% less cavities in my group
Could it be the best dressed eds?

Only winners could smile like this.

Twelve of Texas Western’s most beautiful girls.
... in all their glory—

BEST DRESSED EDS

Well, I was going to do some tumbling—

There's more than one reason for dressing neat.
PARKING...

Down in the valley...

... and hanging on cliffs

but never in a parking lot on this campus.
Tasty! But, uh, do you happen to have a bufferin?

COLLEGE PLAYERS
Even my best friend told me!

And then — you pick up the jacks like this and...

I'll explain just one more time...

Ohh! That was a low blow!
Here she comes—Miss America?

MARCHING CAVALCADE

The band performs another of its excellent half-time shows.
CHEERLEADERS

Our perky yell-leaders give a big smile for the camera.

C'mon Sandy—louder!
Oscar Brown proves to be an exceptional ambassador of the show business world by sparing time to talk with one of T.W.C.'s students.

Mr. Brown makes last minute checks of his program selections.
DAME
JUDITH
ANDERSON
"About this sit-down strike . . . ."

"...and in conclusion I'd like to say - congratulations."

The Tekwood 26 (count 'em).
Look! There's a green bug on the floor.

SONG

Hey, Ma - Are the po'k chops ready?

"I pledge allegiance to the flag . . . ."
It doesn't look like a snowman?

The sun shone today for the 458th day.

Nanook was here!

Is everybody at the Snow Fiesta?
ON CAMPUS

"Come on now. I said eat it."

You say it's cold outside?
"They're all hidden, so act innocent."

College literature?

"About those cokes . . . ."

Phi Beta Chi, TWC's newest sorority, was founded in October, 1962. Their colors are green and gold, their flower is the talisman rose, and the pin is a golden sword. Since then they have acquired a house on Randolph Street. The Phi Beta Chi's stress informality.
I take the beard off when I go off duty.

Let's see... 30 tickets last semester and only 21 this semester. What happened?

Ha! Soon there won't be any more students driving on campus.

I'll call it a day, I only gave 17 tickets today. Too bad.
Sledding is a new experience for these El Pasoans, but they seem to be doing quite well.

These eager students are ready to board the bus to the annual Snow Fiesta in Cloudcroft for fun, frolic, and snow ball fights.

Snow Fiesta Chairman Marilyn Geyer registers these snow-bound visitors for competitive activities.
Relaxing and singing folk songs after an exhausting yet exhilarating day in the snow is the perfect way to spend the late afternoon.

The dance in the Cloudcroft Lodge following the day's activities is the most participated-in event.

The 1963 Snow Fiesta was climaxed by the selection of Christy Upshaw as Snow Queen. Escort John Rudisill demonstrates his pride in her.
Are you smoking more now, but enjoying it less?

Maybe if you try dancing on your own feet?

What snapped?!

Chest congestion?
Peter Pan?? He just left.

At least I had 21 percent fewer cavities . . .

If I only had a cape . . .

I'm sorry, I couldn't find the Clorets
Cameras are never lacking here—of course film might run short.

Several reasons for . . . .

. . . . the popularity of this contest!
TWC CONTEST

This is one instance where the judge wins.

Talent is a MUST!
Bells, bonfires, cheerleaders and cheers (?)

I forgot the marshmallows.
Move, shorty!

Their entire team couldn't stop us, but a whistle did.

THE REF SAID WICHITA BEAT US

I'll need 3 gallons of tar and 1 1/2 lbs. of feathers, then...
Dr. A. H. Berkman, Dean of Arts and Sciences since 1959, announced this Spring that he was retiring, and Dr. Ray Small was to assume the responsibilities of this title. Dr. Berkman will continue serving the college as a full professor in the department of Biological Sciences.

Dr. Ray Small, who has been serving as assistant to President J.M. Ray, will take over his new duties as Dean of Arts and Sciences in June. He came to Texas Western College just two years ago from Amarillo College where he had been since 1946. Dr. Small is also a professor of English.
These are the men who direct the destinies of the University of Texas system. They are members of the Board of Regents.

The government of the University of Texas system is by law vested in a Board of Regents composed of nine members appointed by the Governor of Texas, with the approval of the Senate, for staggered terms of six years each, the terms of three members expiring on odd-numbered years.

Regular meetings of the Board are held customarily every two months, usually in Austin.

The Board presides over all matters relating to the policies governing the University of Texas and its component institutions.
JOSEPH EDWARD OKIES
FOUR YEAR OUTSTANDING BOY
ANNE WEHMeyer CROUCH
FOUR YEAR OUTSTANDING GIRL
TOP TEN

SUSAN BEEHLER

ANNE CROUCH

ANITA AGUILAR
MARILYN GEYER

HARRY HOWE
WHO'S WHO

CRETHA ADAIR
Music Education

ANITA AGUILAR
Physics

KENNETH ALLEN
Mathematics
WHO'S WHO

WILLIAM BOWLES
Accounting

GARY CONWELL
Government

ANNE CROUCH
Elementary Education
WHO'S WHO

LELAND HOUSMAN
Pre-Med

PAT GRIM
Journalism

HARRY HOWE
Physics
CAROL IRVIN
Education

JOHN McKINNON
Physics

GAYLE KAHN
History

1963
WHO'S
WHO

JOSEPH OKIES
Biological Science

CURTIS PARKIN
Physics

CLYDE POSEY
Business Administration
RUBEN RAMOS
Electrical Engineering

RETA RICKORDS
Music Education

PAUL RODRIGUEZ
Electrical Engineering

1963
MEN OF

Rick Bela

Billy Bowles

Rod Christian

Ronald Cole
James Hagler

Cole Holderman

Mike Holland

Leland Housman
MEN OF MINES

Curt Parkin
Anthony Perez

Eddie Okies
Ruben Ramos
Please extend my best wishes to all of the contestants for all their future endeavors.

Sincerely,

Frankie Avalon
FLOWSHEET

HONOREES

DOLORES FOSTER

MARY FRANCIS BLACK

GAIL McNUTT
BARBARA REEVES

MAYDA NEL STRONG

FLOWSHEET

WINFREY ROGERS

HONOUREES
SUMMER SCHOOL QUEEN

DOROTHY AIKEN
JACQUELYN MOWBRAY
BEAUTY
FINALISTS

HELEN McMULLAN

NANCY WHITUS

CARVILLE STONE
MISS TWC

TONI WIGGS

SUSIE BOYD

FINALISTS

VIRGINIA RIPLEY

NIKI LETTUNIC
NANCY BRENNAND
SENIOR FAVORITE
HOMECOMING

SUSIE LAZENBY

JUDY PARSONS

COURT

FRANKIE MANNING
JAY MADRID
COED KING

COED COURT

CHARLIE TUPPER
JESTER

BOBBY MADDOX
JESTER

SANDY McCLESKY DUKE

JACK CHANOUX DUKE
SENIO STS

CRETHA ADAIR
Music Education
Alpha Chi
Spurs
Alpha Lambda Delta
Tau Beta Sigma
Chorus

JEANNETTE ALEXANDER
Secondary Education

LUIS AMPARA
Biological Sciences
Newman Club
Pre-Med Club

ANITA AGUILAR
Physics
Alpha Chi
Alpha Lambda Delta
Sigma Pi Sigma
Goldiggers

EDUARDO AGUILAR
French
Wesley Foundation

KENNETH ALLEN
Physics
Men of Mines
Pershing Rifles
Scabbard & Blade

JAMES L. ALKIRE
Business Administration
Honor Roll

ALICIA ARMENTA
Chemistry
Newman Club
Pre-Med Club
Phratres
A. C. S.

BRIAN ARNOLD
Music Education
Delta Chi
Band
Collegiate Chorale
MOLLY BERKE
Art
Kappa Pi
Dean's List

PAT BIEL
Elementary Education

BILL BOWLES
B. B. A.
Accounting Club
Dean's List
B. S. U.

BRUCE BOYER
Civil Engineering
A. S. C. E.

NANCY BRENNAND
English
Delta Delta Delta
Spurs
Fershing Rifle Sweetheart
Football Court
Little Sisters of Minerva

MARGARET BRETON
Elementary Education

WAYNELLE BRADLEY
Physical Education
Dorm Council
Wesley Foundation
P. E. Major's Club

JOHN T. BLAWIS
Civil Engineering
A. S. C. E.

REINHOLD BRIDGES
Mathematics
Alpha Chi
Sardonyx
DON L. BRITTAI
History

JOHN BYRNE
Economics
Delta Sigma Pi, Treasurer

SAM CARREON
A. S. C. E.
Civil Engineering
Newman Club

JAMES E. BROWN
Electrical Engineering
Lambda Chi Alpha
A. I. E. E.
A.I.M.E.

THOMAS CAGLE
Business Administration

LOUIS T. CARSON
Government
R. O. T. C.

GEORGE BRUNNER
Electrical Engineering
Lambda Chi Alpha
Pershing Rifles
Scabbard & Blade
Rifle Team
R. O. T. C., Major

WILLIAM CAMPION
Biological Sciences
Sardonyx
Pre-Med Club
Dean's List

RICHARD CHEEK
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.

JOSE BUERGO
Spanish
Literary Society
Student Senate

PENNY CANNON
Physical Education
Wesley Foundation
P. E. Major's Club

GRADY M. COFER
Civil Engineering
Tau Kappa Epsilon
A. S. C. E.

MARY BUTCHOFSKY
English

FRANCINE CARDILLO
Physics
Alpha Chi
Sigma Pi Sigma

RONALD COLE
Physics
Sardonyx
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Student Senate
RONALD D. COLEMAN  
Pre-Med  
Student Council  
Lambda Chi Alpha  
Orange Key  
Circle K  
Inter-Faith Council  

ROBERT CORNELIUS  
Mathematics  
Sigma Alpha Epsilon  

ANNE CROUCH  
Elementary Education  
Zeta Tau Alpha  
Alpha Chi  
Chenrizig  
Alpha Lambda Delta  
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sweetheart  

WILLIAM COLEMAN  
Journalism  
Prospector, Editor  
Press Club, President  

ROBERT A. CRAIG  
Business Administration  

GENE DANIEL  
Business Administration  
Phi Kappa Tau  

GARY CONWELL  
Government  
Lambda Chi Alpha  
Sardonyx  
Student Senate  
Supreme Court  

SUELLEN C. CREIGHTON  
B. B. A.  
Pi Gamma Nu  
Student Senate  
Co-Ed Council  
A. W. S.  

MICHAEL DAVIS  
Pre-Med
LAWRENCE DEAN
Music Education
College community
Opera
Student Director
T. W. Chorale

KATHY
DICKINSON
Elementary Education
Zeta Tau Alpha
A. C. E.
Delta Sigma Pi,
Sweetheart
Goldigger
Little Sisters of
Minerva

JOSEPH
DOMINGUEZ
B. B. A.
Delta Sigma Pi

SUE EATON
Mathematics
B. S. U.
Alpha Lambda Delta
Spurs

KATHRYN
FROEMEL
Mathematics
Dorm Council
Newman Club
Kappa Delta Pi

REDE FRANCO
Biological
Science

JOHN S. DRAHAN
History
Pershing Rifles
Student Senate

SHARON DUNCAN
Elementary Education
Zeta Tau Alpha
A. C. E.
S. E. A.
Ten Best Dressed

JAMES W. DUNN
B. B. A.
Delta Sigma Pi

NANCY FARRAR
Secondary Education
Chi Omega
Spurs
S. E. A.
Dean's List
U. C. C. F.

ENRIQUE GARCIA
Electrical Engineering
A. I. E. E.

Nancy Farrar
Secondary Education
Chi Omega
Spurs
S. E. A.
Dean's List
U. C. C. F.

JOHN ESCARCEGO
Physical Education
P. E. Major's Club

SANNA ESHELMAN
Elementary Education
B. S. U.
Student Association,
Treasurer
Dean’s List
Bell Hall, President

JOE GARRISON
Graduate Student
M. A. in History
Student Senate
WILLIAM GEBLER  
Alpha Epsilon Rho  
Dean's List

GEORGE GORSIE  
Physics  
Lambda Chi Alpha

JIMMIE GRAY  
Physics  
A. I. E. E.

Marilyn Geyer  
Elementary Education  
Delta Delta Delta  
Chenrizig  
Homecoming Queen  
Sun Princess  
Secy., Student Association

Alfred Goitre  
Inter-American Studies  
Newman Club  
Scabbard and Blade  
Sigma Delta Pi

Patricia Groves  
Elementary Education

Carl Glaser  
Mechanical Engineer  
Alpha Phi Omega  
Mech. Engr. Club

Cecilia Grajeda  
Elementary Education  
A. C. E.

Edward Guthrie  
Electrical Engineering  
Kappa Sigma  
A. I. E. E.
JAMES L. HAGLER
Secondary Education
Treasurer, Student
Party
I. C. C.

LYNN HARTMAN
English
Delta Delta Delta
Alpha Lambda Delta
Alpha Chi
Panhellenic

KEN HEINEMAN
B. B. A.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

MIKE HOLLAND
Civil Engineering
Vice President,
Student Assoc.
A. S. C. E.
S. A. M. E.
Scabbard and Blade
Distinguished Military Student

ROBERT HEMPERLY
Journalism
Prospector
Press Club

WILLIAM HITE
Physics
Orange Key

LELAND
HoUSMAN
Biological Sciences
Sigma Alpha Mu
Pred-Med Club
Sardonyx
Capt., Varsity Tennis
Orange Key

COLE
HOLDERMAN
B. B. A.
Football Team
Kappa Sigma
Vice President,
Student Assoc.
Student Senate
M Club

HARRY HOWE
Lambda Chi Alpha
Supreme Court
Alpha Chi
Sigma Pi Sigma
Sardonyx

DIANE HUNTER
English
Zeta Tau Alpha
Cheerleader
Little Sister of
Minerva

SANTINO IBARRA
Metallurgy
Wesley
A. I. M. E.
A. S. M.

CAROL HOLLISANDER
Secondary Education
S. E. A.

CAROL IRVIN
Spanish
Delta Delta Delta
Treasurer, Student
Assoc.
Kappa Sigma Sweetheart
Supreme Court
Chehrezig

WILLIAM HILL
Electrical Engineering
A. I. E. E.

JAVIER HANIA
Psychology

JAVIER HANIA
Psychology

JAVIER HANIA
Psychology

JAVIER HANIA
Psychology

JAVIER HANIA
Psychology

JAVIER HANIA
Psychology

JAVIER HANIA
Psychology

JAVIER HANIA
Psychology

JAVIER HANIA
Psychology
ROBERT IRVIN
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Mech. Engr. Club

JAMES JOHNSON
Physics
B. S. U.

CONWAY KEELING
Education

JUDITH JIMENEZ
Sigma Delta Pi
Dean's List

KEATON JOHNSON
B. B. A.

JOSE KENNARD
Spanish
Literary Society
Newman Club
Student Senate
Chess Club

ADRIAN JOHNSON
Electrical Engineering
A. I. E. E.
R. O. T. C.

GAYLE KAHN
History
Vice President,
A. W. S.
President, Chenrizig
Alpha Epsilon Phi
Dean's List

STEVE KOSANKE
Geology
Alpha Phi Omega
A. I. M. E.
Sigma Gamma
Epsilon
JAY JOSEPH  
MADRID  
Pre-Law  
Sigma Alpha Epsilon  
Sardonyx  
Supreme Court  
Justice

CHARLES J. Maly  
Radio & T. V.  
Alpha Epsilon Rho  
Newman Club  
KVOF, Staff

MICHAEL  
MARTINEZ  
Physics  
Newman Club  
Pershing Rifles  
Student Senate  
S. A. M. E.  
I. C. C.

LORENZO O.  
MADRID  
Civil Engineering  
A. S. C. E.  
Newman Club  
Lambda Chi Alpha

DONALD  
MAMMEI  
Secondary Education

ROBERT O.  
MATHIS  
B. B. A.

PATRICK  
MAHONEY  
B. B. A.  
Delta Sigma Pi,  
Vice-President  
Student Senate  
Accounting Club  
Representative

WILLIAM MARTIN  
Mechanical Engineering  
Alpha Phi Omega,  
Vice President

GINNY MEADOWS  
Psychology  
Delta Delta Delta  
Student Senate  
Student Council  
Sigma Alpha Epsilon,  
Sweetheart  
Cheerleader
DENNIS REDMOND
Journalism

VERNON ROBBINS
Mathematics
Wesley
A. P. O.

GILBERT ROSAS
Pre-Med
Alpha Chi
Sardonyx
President, Pre-Med Club
Newman Club, Vice-President

LUIS R. RENTERIA
Electrical Engineering
A. I. E. E.
Student Senate
Student Party

JERRY ROBERTS
B. B. A.

MARIA RUBIO
Business Administration

ESTHER REYNOLDS
B. B. A.
Alpha Chi

REBECCA ROBERTS
Elementary Education
Vice-President, Dorm Council
Chi Omega, Secretary
Student Senate
Wesley
Goldiggers, Secretary

MARVIN K. RUNTE
History

JOHN H. RICHEY
Economics

PAUL RODRIGUEZ
Electrical Engineering
Sardonyx
Alpha Chi
A. I. E. E.

JOHN T. RUSSELL
Mathematics

RETA RICKORDS
Music Education
 Tau Beta Sigma
President, Chorus Band
M. E. N. C.

VICTOR D. ROJAS
Mathematics
Newman Club

H. ROBERT SALDIVAR
B. B. A.
Delta Sigma Pi
FRANK R. SANCHEZ
Electrical Engineering
Student Senate
Student Council
Chess Club
A.I.E.E., Vice-Chairman
Engineering Council

JACKIE SCHLAFLY
Journalism
Alpha Epsilon Rho

WALTER S. SIMS, III
Inter-American Studies
Independent Club Council
Cosmopolitan Club, President
Independent Club, Vice-President

LAWRENCE SANDELL
Metallurgy
Alpha Sigma Mu
A. I. M. E.
Sigma Gamma Epsilon
Alpha Phi Omega

MICHAEL V. SHARP
Psychology
Delta Chi, President
Dean's List
Psi Chi Society

ELIZABETH SMITH
Elementary Education
Dorm Council
Wesley
A. C. E.

ARTHUR SANDERS
Economics
Lambda Chi Alpha

CAROLYN SHAVER
History
Chenrizig
Alpha Lambda Delta, President
Chi Omega
Golddiggers, Head Supreme Court
Beauty Finalist

MAXIE SMITH
Psychology
VIRGINIA SMITH  
Secondary Education  
Chi Omega, Vice-President  
Alpha Lambda Delta  
Chenrizig  
Spurs  
B. S. U.  
Panhellenic Council  

MAYDA NEL STRONG  
Drama  
Alpha Psi Omega, Secretary  
College Players, Secretary  
Student Senate  
Cotton Memorial & A.C.E Scholarship  
Wesleyan Honors  

ROLAND H. TOVAR  
Psychology  
Newman Club  
Psi Chi  

ENRIQUE SOLIS  
Chemistry  
American Chemical Society  

WILLIAM SPENCER  
B. B. A.  

CARMEN TABOADA  
Mathematics  
Chenrizig  
Spurs  
Phrateres, Treasurer  
Student Senate  
Sigma Pi Sigma  

MAYDA NEL STRONG  
Drama  
Alpha Psi Omega, Secretary  
College Players, Secretary  
Student Senate  
Cotton Memorial & A.C.E Scholarship  
Wesleyan Honors  

WILLIAM TREELY  
Government  
Kappa Kappa Psi Band  
Honor Roll  
Government Club  

MARY G. VALDES  
History  
Chenrizig  
Phi Alpha Theta  
Pi Kappa Delta  
Sigma Delta Pi  
Alpha Chi  

WILBUR STONE  
Geology  

ROBERT TABOADA  
Education  
Lambda Chi Alpha  

DOLORES VELASQUEZ  
Physical Education  
P.E. Major's Club  

LEE STRAIN  
Elementary Education  
Spurs  
Student Senate  
Chi Omega, Historian  
Association for Childhood Education  

KAY TILLMAN  
Elementary Education  
Zeta Tau Alpha  
Kappa Delta Pi, President  
Chenrizig, Vice-President  
A. W. S., Secretary  
Spurs  

MARTHA VELASQUEZ  
Chemistry  
A. S. C., Secretary
HECTOR VENEGAS
B.A.
President, Delta Sigma Pi
Newman Club
Dean's List

BERNARD VETTER
Education
Newman Club
Pre-Med Club
Phi Kappa Tau
Rifle Team
Rodeo Club

JAMES WARNER
Electrical Engineer
AIEEE

GEORGE WEIDMER
Psychology

DIANE WILLIAMS
Elementary Education
Chi Omega
Flowsheet
ACEI
Student Activities Board

MARY WHITE
Secondary Education
S.E.A.

O. C. WILLIAMS
Math
Lambda Chi Alpha, President

CHANCE WILLIAMS
Government
Pershing Rifles
Scabbard and Blade
Literary Society
El Burro
Dean's List

KERRY WILSON
Physics
Freshman Physics Award
PAUL ZEEK
Physical Education

MARILYN
Woodfin Psychology

President, Zeta Tau Alpha
Psi Chi
Panhellenic
A.W.S.

Beauty Finalist

SHEILA WIPF
English
Zeta Tau Alpha
Youth Americans
for Freedom

JUDY GARMON
Elementary Education
Zeta Tau Alpha
Kappa Sigma
Sweetheart
10 Best Dressed
Chenrizig

CHARLES H.
WOMACK
Civil Engineering
Sardonyx
Phi Kappa Tau
President, Engineering
Council
President, A.S.C.E.
Distinguished
Military Student

RAFAEL WOO
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.

DOROTHY SAMPLE
English
Alpha Chi
Sigma Delta Pi
Kappa Delta Pi

MARILYN
WOODFIN
Psychology
President, Zeta Tau Alpha
Psi Chi
Panhellenic
A.W.S.

Beauty Finalist

JAMES SANDOVAL
Psychology
Kappa Sigma

PAUL ZEEK
Physical Education

GLORIA SILVA
Secondary Education
Newman Club
Carol Allen
William Allen
Frank Ball
Ronny Barz

Fred Becker
Don Benson
Lyle Benson

Michael Bernstein
Philip Boswell
Rick Bowhay
Sandra Brown
Kay Burg

Alecia Acenes
Julie Alden
Dorothy Aiken
IORS

Jacky Burkes
Beverly Burks
Robert Burns

David Carlson
Bill Carnes
Sandra Claxton
Reeda Conover

Roy Covert
Jim Cozart
Joey Cruz

Bob Daniele
Al Davis
Kit Detwiler
Robert Duran
John English
Nancy Stitt
John Teegarden
Joel Thompson

Toby Tovar
Donna Troth

Charlie Tupper
Mario Umana
Tony Uribe

Marjorie Wagner
Stanley Weldon
Judy Williams
Stella Yturalde
Jack Koter
SOPHOMORES
Jeff Gates  
Roberta Geck  
Joseph Gelsthorpe

Glenda Hammon  
Philip Hannum  
Betty Hastie

Jerry Hendum  
William Hewitt  
Cynthia Humbert

Henry Ingle  
Janet Irvin  
Jean Jackson  
Luis Jaramillo
Larry Simpson
Justin Smith
Kathleen Soldan
Edward Sommer

Penny Spicer
Arthur Stacks
Virginia Starr

Tita Steele
Kay Thompson
Pat Thompson

Beverly Wade
Beryl Ward
Richard Westerman

SOPHOMORES
Nancy Whitley
Catherine Wilson
Jerri Winn

Kaye Woodson
James Pawling
Peggy Wright

John Ylinen
Keith Murray
Annette Lanaux

Niki Lettunich
Linda Olevas
Louvenia Shapiro
FRESHMEN

Norman Abbott
Louis Alvarez
Jacque Anderson

Margaret Aronson
Vicki Atkins
James Bacon
Kay Baker

Paula Barron
Darold Barnum
Shannon Becker
Judy Bell

Isaured Bernal
Frank Bourland
Barbara Bowder
Ruth Braden
FRESHMEN

Sam Cresap  Dinah Dean  Linda Dean

Kathy Dettman  Sandra DeVries  Sandra Douglas  Darlene Dowden

Penny Drahan  Nancy Ekdall  Michael Emery  Guerra Enriqivez

Margaret Espino  Carolyn Fisk  Sandra Foster  Michael Fowler
FRESHMEN

Rick Hagenloh
Dorthy Jo Hart
Jean Hill

Cecil Hines
Freddie Holmes
Carolyn Hopkins
Cecilia Hornedo

Barbara Hudson
Susie Hunt
Ginny Jansen
Dorores Jenkins

Martha Juion
Kathy Johnson
Liz Johnson
John Kanto
FRESHMEN

Patricia McGrimness
George McKenzie
Marla McLane

Gloria Meili
Lynda Melancon
Linda Merrill
Gordon Minton

Mary Dave Mitchell
Karen Moore
Gloria Morano
Sandra Moorman
FRESHMEN

Deane Patt
Norma Perez
Romona Perez

Keith Peters
Pat Peterson
Dean Philpot
Judy Pierce

Sandi Prati
Alice Ramirez
Robin Rettgers
Deborah Riley
FRESHMEN

Kenneth Rule  Bill Russell  Barbara Schafer  Mary Lynn Stokes

Arthur Tait  Kenneth Taylor  Sharon Thomson  Anne Tonkin

James Towns  George Wagoner  James Wahl  Karen Ward
FACULTY
Dr. Joseph M. Ray is the sixth president of Texas Western College. He came to TWC in September, 1960, from Amarillo (Texas) College where he had been president since 1957. Dr. Ray holds three degrees from the University of Texas: Bachelor of Arts, 1932 (with highest honors, Phi Beta Kappa); Master of Arts, 1933, Doctor of Philosophy, 1937. His major field was government, and his minors were in economics and history.
DR. C.L. SONNICHSEN

Dr. C. L. Sonnichsen began his duties as Dean of the Texas Western College Graduate Division in 1960, after completing 27 years of service as a professor and department head in English at TWC. Dr. Sonnichsen received his Bachelor of Arts degree in 1924 from the University of Minnesota, his Master’s degree in 1927, and his doctorate in 1931 from Harvard University. Besides Dr. Sonnichsen’s duties at TWC, he has written numerous books on the Southwest, his latest book being I’ll Die Before I’ll Run.

DR. RAY SMALL

Dr. Ray Small became Assistant to the President in June, 1961, upon leaving Amarillo (Texas) College where he had been since 1946. He is a graduate of West Texas State College and the University of Texas, where he received a Master of Arts degree in 1941 and a Doctor of Philosophy degree in 1950. In addition to being the President’s assistant, Dr. Small is also a professor of English.
DR. A.H. BERKMAN

Dr. A. H. Berkman has been the Dean of Arts and Sciences at Texas Western College since 1959. He received his Bachelor of Arts degree in 1924 and his Masters in 1926, both at the University of Texas. In 1936, Dean Berkman earned his Ph. D. at the University of Chicago. He came to TWC in 1927 as an assistant professor in Biological Sciences. Upon completion of his doctorate in 1936, Dr. Berkman resumed duties in the Biological Science Department until his appointment as Dean of Arts and Sciences in 1959.

MR. E.M. THOMAS

Eugene M. Thomas, Dean of Engineering since 1942 and Dean of Mines and Engineering since 1949, first saw the campus of "Texas College of Mines and Metallurgy" in 1922. He received his Bachelor of Science in Mining Engineering in 1926. By 1939 he had completed his Engineer of Mines degree at TWC and his Master of Science degree in Metallurgy from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
DR. CLYDE KELSEY

Dr. Clyde E. Kelsey assumed his duties as Texas Western College’s Dean of Students in February of 1962. Dean Kelsey received his first college degree, Bachelor of Arts, in 1948 from TWC (then the College of Mines of Metallurgy). He received his Master of Arts degree from the University of Tulsa in 1951, majoring in clinical and industrial psychology. In 1960 he received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy from the University of Denver.

MRS. LOUISE RESLEY

Mrs Louise Resley, Dean of Women at Texas Western College, received her Bachelor’s degree at TWC in 1939 and her Master’s degree at the University of Texas in 1944. Both degrees were in the field of mathematics and education. She began teaching at T. W. C. in 1939 as a mathematics instructor, and went on to become the Dean of Women in 1958. Besides her duties as Dean of Women, Mrs. Resley is an assistant professor in mathematics.

MR. JIMMY WALKER

Mr. Jimmy R. Walker began his duties as Texas Western College’s Dean of Men in June of 1962. Dean Walker first came to TWC on a football scholarship in 1948, and by 1952 he had received both his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in the field of physical education, besides playing football for the Miners for four seasons. Prior to his appointment as Dean of Men, Mr. Walker was an assistant football coach and an assistant professor of health and physical education.
Dr. J. L. M. Baird  
Professor of Art

Dr. J. F. Day  
Professor of Educ.

Mr. Michael Brand  
Associate Professor of Economics and Business Administration

Dr. J. H. Haddox  
Professor of Philosophy and Psychology

Mr. Floyd A. Decker  
Professor of Engineering

Dr. Jesse A. Hancock  
Professor of Chemistry

Mr. V. C. Hicks  
Associate Professor of Radio-T.V.
MENT HEADS

Dr. E. J. Knapp
Professor of Math and Physics

Col. R. R. Moorman
Professor of Military Science

Dr. Joseph Leach
Professor of English

Dr. H. E. Quinn
Professor of Geology

Dr. R. Milton Leech
Professor of Drama and Speech

Dr. W. H. Timmons
Professor of History

Mr. J. J. Middagh
Journalism
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Professor of Music
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Associate Professor of Physics

Miss Moselle Alden  
Part-time Instructor of English
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Professor of Chemistry
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Professor of Modern Languages
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Associate Professor of Modern Languages
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Assistant Professor of Economics and Business Administration

Dr. Lanis L. Bosworth  
Associate Professor of Philosophy & Psychology
Mr. Jack J. Bourquin
Assistant Professor of Engineering

Dr. Haldeen Braddy
Professor of English

Mr. Fred M. Brewer
Instructor of Modern Languages
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Associate Professor of Education
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Assistant Professor of Modern Languages
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Assistant Professor of Speech & Drama
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Assistant Football Coach
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Mr. Lonnie D. Kliever  
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Mr. Casper D. Landolt  
Instructor of Biology
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Part-time Instructor of English

Mrs. Roberta Logerman  
Part-time Instructor of History
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Assistant Professor of Philosophy & Psychology

Mrs. Mona Loper  
Instructor of Health & Physical Education
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Dr. Naseem Malik
Instructor of English

Dr. Jack H. Meadows
Professor of Education
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Instructor of Speech & Drama
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Instructor of Music
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Instructor of Biology
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Assistant Professor of English
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Secretary, Mission '73
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Mrs. Mary Potter
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Mrs. Jannie Powell
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STAFF
ORGANIZATIONS
STUDENT ASSOCIATION OFFICERS

Mike Holland  
Vice-President

Carol Knapp  
Secretary

Sanna Eshelman  
Treasurer

Ruth Donges  
Arts and Sciences Representative
The Student Council, Student Senate, and Supreme Court are the three branches of student government at T. W. C. The Council is composed of representatives from the coordinating groups on campus. Student Senate members represent separate campus groups.
ASSOCIATED WOMEN STUDENTS

Associated Women Students is an organization of every woman student at T. W. C. The governing board coordinates the activities of the women students.

Linda Alexander  Betsy Aronson  Margaret Becker

Susan Beehler  Linda Boone  Kit Detwiler  Pat Fletcher  Marilyn Geyer

Carol Irvin  Gayle Kahn  Linda Lasater  Emma McKnight  Dora Owens

Diane Rogers  Carolyn Shaver  Kay Tillman  Linda Ulin  Magdalena Yapor
SARDONYX

Sardonyx is a scholastic and service organization for junior and senior men with a grade average of at least 3.0.

Sardonyx was organized in March 1953 to encourage leadership, and to stimulate and develop a fine type of college man.

The purpose of Sardonyx is to provide for cooperation of all students, to promote college loyalty, and to advance the spirit of service and fellowship among all students of TWC.

Michael I. Bernstein

William Champai  Ronald Cole  Gary Conwell

Don Bensen  Mike Hatch  Harry Howe
Jay Madrid
Curtis Parkin
Jerry Ramsdale
Reinhold Bridges
Gilbert Rosas
Raul Rodriguez
Tony Uribe
Charles Womack
Alpha Chi is a scholastic honorary society for junior and senior students who have maintained a 3.5 minimum grade average.

The purpose of Alpha Chi is to foster better scholarship, leadership, and good citizenship on the campus.
CHENRIZIG

Chenrizig is a senior women’s honorary organization. New members are tapped in the spring on the basis of their scholastic standing, campus leadership, and participation in college activities.
Spurs is a service and scholastic organization for sophomore women with a 2.5 grade average.

SPURS

Carol Jenness
Irene Jimenez
Sandra Menacker
Karen Parks
Pennye Pinnell
Lou Ann Scott
Lou Shapiro
Tita Su ele
Betty Thomas
Jerri Winn

Jeanne Jordan
Annette Lanaux
Alpha Lambda Delta is a scholastic honorary for freshmen and sophomore women with a 3.5 grade average.
Orange Key is an organization for freshmen and sophomore men at TWC. It is based on ideals of scholarship, service, fellowship, and leadership. Through this organization, young men can advance in the spirit of service.
Alpha Epsilon Rho is an honorary organization for students interested in radio and television.

Ted Blackwell

Robert Duran

William Gebler

Reeda Kay Conover

Henry Ingle

Charles Maly

Robert Huston

Steve Kahn

Jackie Schlaflly

Lou Ann Scott

Betty Thomas

Joe Torres
KAPPA DELTA PI

Kappa Delta Pi is a national honorary society for education majors.

Betty Autrey
Pat Fletcher

Kathy Froemel
Marilyn Geyer
Sandy Lambert

Carolyn McCain
Virginia Ripley
Dorothy Sample
DEBATE CLUB

Seated: Penny Penaska, Jeri Valdes, Mr. Reynolds.
Standing: Gary Conwell, Winston Bodwell, Carl Moore.

PI KAPPA DELTA

Pi Kappa Delta is the honorary for the speech and drama department.

Bobby Holcomb
Gary Conwell
Sigma Gamma Epsilon is a national fraternity for students of the earth sciences. The fraternity works toward a closer interest in the allied fields of geology, mining, metallurgy, and petroleum engineering.
Tau Beta Sigma is an honorary society for female band members with a 3.0 grade average.
Kappa Kappa Psi

Kappa Kappa Psi is the honorary band fraternity for male band members.
Delta Sigma Pi is a professional organization for men majoring in business.

Fred Becker
James Burke
John Byrne

Joseph Dominguez
James Dunn
William Gebler
Paul Hines

Bobby Holcomb
Edward Lowenberg
Patrick Mahoney
Danny Ponder

Alfred Robinson
David Rosen
Bill Russell
Robert Saldivar

Ronnie Shelan
Hector Venegas
George Wagner
Jack Williams
Circle K is a service club and the college division of the nation-wide Kiwanis group.

Jerry Duke
Robert Gonzalez
Vincent Fresquez
Fred Gonzales
William Hewitt
Ray Pina

Darold Barnum  Richard Bela
Ted Blackwell  Agustin Carrillo
Ronald Coleman  Gary Conwell
Al Davis  Domingo Dominguez
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHILDHOOD EDUCATORS

ROW 1: Betty Autrey, Virginia Yip, Linda Alexander, Mr. Catsonis.
ROW 2: Mara Rubio, Alice Santoscoy, Hope Soule, Sanna Eschelman, Betty Ward.
ROW 3: Lee Hopkins, Jo Rosales, Elizabeth Smith, June Gil lis, Kay Lewis, Gladys Barnes.
ROW 4: Julie Adams, Carol Haberstroh, Diane McDaniel, Barbara Olfers, Rebecca Roberts, Mrs. Cobalis, Leona Perkins, Sandy Strain.

ROW 1: Linda Boone, Anne Crouch, Judy Garmon, Kathy Dickenson.
ROW 2: Sue Hayes, Judy Nelson, Georgiana Geck, Roberta Geck.
ROW 3: Merna Quevado, Leticia Pena, Romelia Martinez, Anna Hernandez, Gloria Melli.
ROW 4: Betsy Aronson, Mary Frances Enriquez, Anna Holguin.

OFFICERS: Mrs. O'Malley, sponsor; Mrs. Henderson, sponsor; Linda Alexander, sec.; Judy Garmon, vice-pres.; Betsy Aronson, president
American Chemical Society is the TWC student affiliate of the national ACS organization. The purpose of the group is to provide information on new chemical advances.

Seated: Bill Kramer, vice-president; Alicia Armenta, treasurer
Standing: David Lynch, president; Martha Velasquez, secretary

Row 1: Alicia Armenta, David Lynch, Martha Velasquez
Row 2: Bob Baraja, Joey Cruz, Bill Kramer
Row 3: Frank Merrem, Eugene Darnell, Enrique Solas
Row 4: Roy Covert, Frank Durand, Jr., Edmundo Castaneda
Row 5: Richard Schecter, Augustin Lopez
Row 6: Mr. Miller, club sponsor
Mechanical Engineering Society is an organization to provide information and activities for students majoring in mechanical engineering.
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers was established to encourage the advancement of electrical engineers in the fields of theory and practice, to develop individual engineers, and to encourage the development of individual engineers in inspection trips to places of engineering interest.

Officers:
Seated: R. Ramos, President; Mr. Nichols, Sponsor; F. Sanchez, Veep; Standing: M. Lopez, Senate Rep.; P. Rodriguez, Treas.; L. Renteria, Reporter, J. Sullivan, Sec.

Row 1: R. Woo, C. Benson, L. Renteria, R. Macias.
Pre-Med Club gives members an opportunity to find out more information through lecturers and slides on the biological sciences and medicine.

James Connley
William Elkins

Rede Franco

Leland Housman
Gilbert Rosas

PRE MED
Cosmopolitan Club is an organization designed to establish friendly relations among the foreign students on the TWC campus.

Row 1: Hilda Kelley, Maria Concepcion Perez
Row 2: Marie Chinolla, Gloria Morano, Margarita Espino, Yolanda Del Valle, Verónica Flores, Elva Chavez
Row 3: Robert McAlister, Gordon Poer, Suhail Halaby, Randy Villareal, Mr. Kliever, Saba Halaby

Row 1: Odel Garcia, secretary; Yvonne Ureta, treasurer; Walter Sims, historian
Standing: Mr. Kliever, faculty sponsor; Alireza Nili, president; Ray Patel, vice-president

Row 1: Yvonne Ureta, Cecilia Wardy, Odel Garcia, Julie Elkins
Row 2: Peter Garretson, Osama Kawar, Joey Cruz, Walter Sims
Row 3: Ward Esper, Green Miller, Alireza Nili, Ray Patel, Wan Ling Yang
BAND

Turn on the bubble machine!

"This could go on forever ..."

I count six. Where are the other seventy?
MAJORETTES

Peggy Wright

Vicki Nava

Joyce Gillis

Magdalen Rayon

Sharon McJunkin
Feature Majorette
Esther Vinicoff, Mayda Nell Strong, Carol Dew

Row 1: Buddy Brown, Bill Nunn, sponsor Don Brady, Bob Smith, Joey Schmitt
Row 2: Preston Porter, Nelson Sanders, Richard Southern, Melba Jones, Esther Vinicoff
Row 3: Alfred Guffey, Carol Dew, Sara Van Horn, Beatrice Ramirez, Merry Horn, Mayda Nell Strong, Roberta Martin
College Players is a drama organization which presents all college plays. As a part of the college curriculum, members earn one hour credit per semester for participation. In these pictures, students are preparing "The Wonderful Tang," the annual children's play.

Beatrice Ramirez, Bill Nunn and Richard Southern discuss the Chinese problem.

Bob Smith gets help from Beatrice Ramirez with the Chinese version of a shirt sleeve, as Esther Vinicoff supervises to make sure the job is done right.

Could Joey Schmitt REALLY be "The Music Man?"
Staff members like assistant editor Kit Detwiler and Nancy Ekdall always read the Flowsheet, the whole Flowsheet and nothing but the Flowsheet.

Staff photographer Ted Maciag doesn't trust that strange object taking his picture.

Maggie Wiswell is studying something very carefully, but daisies won't tell what it is.

Carol Allen and Terry Ann Hill don't seem too sure these pictures are just what the editor ordered.

Whatever the photographer is doing, Gail Huber and Thelma Levine seem to think it's funny, but Eileen Morgan has reserved judgement until she's sure.
Jeff Berry feels that it's not bad enough he has to spend hours writing beautiful prose, now he has to face one-eyed monsters who want to take his picture.

C'mon Bob, things can't be that bad! And is that editor Bill Coleman brooding over copy in the background?

Associate editors Bob Baker and Pennye Pinnell can't seem to get the right thing in the right place at the right time.

Barbara Ritter is either concentrating very hard or is falling asleep.

Reporter Mike Ridley can't remember if it's I before E except after C or D.
Staff member Lou Ann Scott checks the Associated Press News to make sure AP's doing the job right.

Row 1: Lou Ann Scott, Mary Ann Thompson, Keith Miller, Reeda Kay Conover, Manny Fernandez
Row 2: John Fiol, Bill Watkins, Ed Jasuta, Greg Rystad
Row 3: Sponsor: Virgil Hicks, Larry Hall, John Hernsberger, George Collette, Bob Duran, Joe Banales, Joe Torres, Rudy Colmero, Steve Kahn, Bobby McKnight
KVOF-AM and KVOF-FM broadcast daily on weekdays from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. KVOF-FM broadcasts to El Paso public schools 9 a.m. to 3:15 p.m., and city-wide from 3:15 to 10 p.m. KVOF-AM broadcasts to the campus 3 to 11 p.m.

Mary Ann Thompson thinks it's funny but Wilbur Bateman finds the video film changer requires concentration.

Cameramen Greg Rystad and Ed Jasuta get a good focus on "TV Personality" Reeda Kay Conover during television practice laboratory.
Phratere International is a women's social and service organization. Sigma chapter is the TWC group.

Suzanne Berroteran  Suellen Creighton  Sandra De Valle

Irene Jimenez  Pat McGuinness  Emma McKnight  Gloria Melli

Audrey Rogers  Paula Ronquelle  Mara Rubio  Yvonne Rubio

Donna Virgenia  Carmen Vigil  Karen Ward
BENEDICT HALL
DORMITORY COUNCIL

The Benedict Hall dormitory council plans the activities for the Benedict Hall girls, and works with the Bell Hall dormitory council to coordinate these activities.
The purpose of the dormitory council is to plan and coordinate the two women's dormitories.

Row 1: Barbara Olfers, treasurer; Kay Burg, secretary
Row 2: Sanna Eshelman, president; Linda Lasater, vice-president

Row 1: Barbara Olfers, Kay Burg, Sanna Eshelman, Linda Lasater
Row 2: Elizabeth Smith, Elizabeth McCoy, Lupe Martinez, Bernie Velasco, Julie Allen, Kathy Johnson
HOTEL DIEU
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Row 1: Irene Davis, Bridget Evans, Mary Colorado, Jeannette Kondo, Wilma Lakey, Judy Farnsworth, Jacie Keeler, Evelyn Greer, Joel Baca, Anita Foremen, Janet Key, Joyce Canavan, Julieta Castaneda, Susan Fitzpatrick, Dorothy Garrison, Judy Green
Row 2: Pamela Jackley, Mary Louise Anderson, Rubyna Escobedo, Elaine Elizondo, Darleen McDonald, Ivorv Baker, Marvin Daniels, Judy Johnson
Texas Western College and the Hotel Dieu School of Nursing maintain a close relationship based on technical science courses taught at the School by TWC instructors.

Seated: Marvin Daniels, president; Barbara Welch, vice-president; Ivory Baker, secretary; Mrs. Jean Echols, sponsor
Standing: Bridget Evans and Cecilia Monge, reporter; Pamela Jackley, treasurer; Jean Nabhan, parliamentarian

Row 1: Olga Ochoa, Carmen Sonora, Olga Ramirez, Sylvia Rojas, Ofelia Perales, Merlene Sibal, Rita Ortiz, Mary Lou Park, Jean Nabhan, Maxine McGoogan, Cecilia Monge, Bertha Macias, Barbara Welch, Ruth Morelock
Row 2: Linda Snyder, Carol Rust, Paula Wakefield, Sharon Pugil, Mary Stevens, Bonnie Wiscarson, Nancy McDonald, Mary Lou Saubert, Janie Priest, Mary Orta
Interfaith Council is a coordinating agency for campus religious organizations.
UNITED CAMPUS
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

UCCF is a religious organization for students of any denomination.

Keith D. Pierce, UCCF minister to students; Judy Nichols, president; Jo Ann Anderson, secretary

Row 1: Nancy Farrar, Lee Anne Roberson, Paula Ronquille
Row 2: Janie Pierce, Judy Nichols, Betty Hastie, Jo Ann Anderson
Row 3: Fred Billman, Rick Hagenloh, Keith D. Pierce, John Shockley, Stuart Mashburn, Ray Upham
Officers of B. S. U. are, seated: Shirley Rouse, Arsie Laughman, and Jan Burks; standing: Charlie Brown, Gene Avery, Jim Johnson, Larry Wilson, and Tom Chism, sponsor.

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION

The B.S.U. is fortunate to have frequent speakers such as Dr. Cecil Sherman visit with them.

Members of B.S.U. are occasionally treated to student entertainment such as provided here by this trio of girls.
WESLEY

Wesley is the Methodist religious group on campus. Meetings are held in the Methodist Student Center.

Jim Townes, vice-president; Robbie Meyers, treasurer; Connie Reichert, secretary; Billinelle McClendon, president

Row 1: Herb Marsh, Hayley Haynes, Mike Gunning, Robert Macias, Lee Fant, Paul Mitchell
Row 2: Bob White, Jim White, Kathy Oth, Jimmy Iberra, Virginia Love, Billinelle McClendon
Row 3: David Parker, Pat Toone, Darrell Barnum, Robbie Meyers, Jim Townes, Kathy Powell, Connie Reichert, Charlene Hutchins, Julie Alden
NEWMAN CLUB

Members:
Row 1: M. Fresquez, I. Sanchez, O. Ramirez, M. Garcia, M. Fresquez.
Row 3: H. Venegas, M. Escontrias, S. Carreon, B. Ross, J. Cruz.

Officers:
Seated: M. Fresquez, Parliamentarian; G. Silva, Treas.; M. Garcia, Rec. Sec.; A. Aceves, Apostolate Chair; M. Escontrias, Vice President; L. Renteria, President.
Hillel

Hillel Foundation is a religious organization for Jewish students on campus.

Thelma Levine, 1963 president; Betsy Aronson, 1962 president; Sandra Epstein, secretary; Ralph Lowenstein, sponsor

Row 1: Sponsor Ralph Lowenstein, Estelle Lehman, Margaret Aronson, Betsy Aronson, Thelma Levine, Ronnie Purvin, Sandra Epstein, Harriett Simon, Stephanie Robbins
Row 2: Sammy Lipson, Neil Waxman, Steven Scheiner, Sammy Taub, Joe Feldman, Russell Goldberg, Douglas Rosenthal, Ronnie Shelan, Murray Klein, Jose Maimas
INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL

David Womack, President

Emmett Cantrell    Ronald Coleman    Gary Conwell    Russell Donohue    Mike Hatch
John Kelley         Michael Griffin    Carl Moore      Tim Morris         Ernest Perez
Eugene Rosen       Barry Straus       Olin Thomas     Mike Wieland       Jerry Young
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL

Marilyn Geyer, President

JoAnn Anderson
Dianne Irvin
Pennye Pinnell

Betsy Aronson
Karen Johnson
Jan Rogers

Nancy Brennand
Gayle Kahn
Kit Detwiler
Sandra Menaker
Margaret Divelbiss
Eileen Morgan
Ann Abernathy
Carol Allen
Jacque Anderson
Jo Ann Anderson
Judy Beall

Jari Bennett
Linda Bevins
Jacquelyn Border
Susie Boyd
Judith Brokate

Ann Brooks
Janet Byers
Donna Cartwright
Harriet Cotnam
Margaret Divelbiss

Diane Driscoll
Nancy Farrar
Pat Fletcher
Kathy Flood
Ann Foster

Dolores Foster
Carol Haines
Jessie Harris
Terry Ann Hill
Connie Hoon

Carolyn Hopkins
Gail Huber
Madonna Hurley
Ginger Jackson
Karen Johnson
Jacqueline Ford
Sue Glover
Judy Hail
Dorothy Hart
Charlotte Hays

Dorothy Aiken
Susan Beehler
Virginia Behrens
Linda Boone
Kay Burg

Anne Crouch
Kit Detwiler
Kathy Dickinson
Peggy Donaldson
Sharon Duncan

Dana Durst
Sharon Eason
Nancy Ekdall
Janet Etter
Judith Faith

Helen Ann Farney
Joan Fiske
Carolyn Fisk
Carolyn Fleming
Bernadette Flynn

Sue Hays
Marvella Hinton
Jo Ann Hoover
Elizabeth Hughey
Diane Hunter
DELTA CHI

Emmett Cantrell  Tom Callaghan  David Dungan  Mike Johnson

John Ryon  Greg Rystad  Richard Wadsworth  Leroy Weber
Joseph Augustus
Ronnie Good

Don Bassett
Jim Huff

Ted Bolich
Buddy Lunsford

Carl Glasco
Bill Martin

David Godfrey
Tim Morris

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Daniel Neary

Ronnie Paulk

Marvin Rathke  David Ray  Larry Sandell  David Stine
Bill Stone    Jack Vincent  Ronnie Ward  Jerry Young
Charles McCalmont
Barry McMahan
Roger Miles
Bob Miller
James Moore

Clarence Moyers
Alan Mundell
Bob Nobly
Richard Nolk
Rick O’Dell

KAPPA SIGMA

Ken Owens
Davis Peticolas
John Phelan
Ed Regan
Alton Roberts
William Roberts

James Sandoval
Charles Sandoval
David Seeback
David Skipworth
Maxie Smith
Andy Springer

Judson Stahl
John Sullivan
Olin Thomas
Pat Thompson
Michael Wieland
Ken Willingham
Helen McMullan, Sweetheart

George Brunner
Ronald Coleman

Gary Conwell
Roy Covert
John Cullen
John English

George Gorsie
Harry Howe
Winfred Kipp
Joe Larremore
CHI ALPHA

Richard Leonard
Sandy McClesky
George McKenzie

Gordon Minton
Paul Neel
Buddy Pavey
Farrand Robson

James Sowell
Robert Taboada
John Trollinger
O. C. Williams
Dorothy Aiken
PKT Sweetheart

Bob Beauford
Jim Benner
Frank Bourland
Joel Brown

Sheldon Burris
Richard Calhoun
Rod Christian
Joe Cialone

Vaughn Cochran
James Cozart
Ronald Crockett
Robert Daniele

Gene Daniel
Philip Duncan
Larry Fanning
Ronald Forbis

Tom Barnett
Ginny Meadows, Sweetheart

Ronald Bower
Robert Brown
Kenneth Calabrese
Joe Campbell
Bill Carnes

Jack Chapman
Ronald Cole
Bill Collins
Mike Collier
Steve Cone

John Dale
Russell Donohue
Mike Emery
Fred Gerth
Billy Geyer

Lynn Gore
Davis Greenwood
John Hamonds
Phil Hannum
Kenneth Heineman

Durward Higgins
John Hafen
David Hughes
Robert Irvin
Bill Johnson

Arthur Tait
Bruce Bannon
Tom King
Dennis Kincaid
Stuart Kincaid
Jack Kotur
Michael Lanpher
John Langley

Bill Long
Bruce Lowenhaupt
Tom Lynde
Jay Madrid
Wade Mayo
Dennis McGuirk

David McKnight
Bob McNellis
Richard Mettee
Richard Moore
Bill Motenger
Bob Murphy

Alan Newton
Edward Okies
Pat O'Rourke
Buddy Parrish
Jimmy Paul
Bobby Perry

Edward Peticolas
Bobby Puster
Virgil Reed
John Rudisill
Kenneth Rule
Ronnie Scroggins

Paul Sergent
Vic Sizemore
John Stephenson
Barry Strauss
Charlie Tupper 239
Paul Wofford
The Beta Alpha chapter of Sigma Alpha Mu was founded on the campus of Texas Western College on November 22, 1958. The flower of Sigma Alpha Mu is the purple iris, and its colors are purple and white. Beta Alpha is one of the ninety-two chapters of Sigma Alpha Mu. This year's officers are the following: President, Michael Bernstein; Vice-President, Gene Rosen; Secretary, Al Trope. Sweetheart this year for Sigma Alpha Mu was Sheilla Hoffman, a member of Alpha Epsilon Phi Sorority.
The Tekes started the 1962-63 school year off by pledging 20 new members. Backing up a little, last spring they held their Red Carnation Ball where Sharon Dodgen was chosen as their sweetheart for this year. Barbara Olfers and Jane Dunsmore were honored as Teke Dream Girls for the year as well. Then, in August, they moved into their new house, one of the three fraternities on campus to live in their house. Their officers for this year were President, Grady Cofer; Vice President, Ernie Perez; Secretary, Roger Parks; and Treasurer, Michael Griffin.

Grady Cofer
Don DeBaca
Richard Fillerman
James Fulkerson

Peter Garretson
Donald Gibson
William Hines
Warren Hopkins
Harold Hughes  
James Larkin  
Wilmer Lochrie  
Don Marczeski  

Ronald Martin  
Roy Marshall  
Michael McTaminy Griffin  
Keith Murray  

Arturo Oaxaca  
Ernest Perez  
Tom Powers  
George Robbins  

TAU KAPPA EPSILON

Warner Sankman  
Rodney Smith  
David Venson  
Ed Ziegler
Pledges Bill Russell and Steve Jaggers polish and admire the Best Organization on Campus trophy won by Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity.

PHI KAPPA TAU-BEST ORGANIZATION ON CAMPUS
Phi Tau's and their dates keep cool at their annual Spring Formal.

Marshall Meece, President, proudly presents the trophy won by the Phi Tau's for being named Best Organization on Campus.
Bob Daniels, Don Myers, and David Holmes try to convince their Sweetheart, Dorothy Aiken, that she wants to go for a swim.

Jeff Gates shows that it is more fun to dive from the bath house than from the board.
The Phi Tau sponge throw was a big success at the Spring Fiesta.

Here are a few survivors from the annual Phi Tau ship wreck party.
Clarence Moyers and Dave Seebach admire the trophy won by Kappa Sigma for being named Best Fraternity on Campus.

Kappa Sigma-Best Fraternity

John Sullivan, Phillip Boswell, and Bob Miller fold sacks for luminarios. Making luminarios was one of the activities that helped Kappa Sigs become Best Fraternity.

Dave Seeback and David Skipworth display one of the many trophies won by Kappa Sigma. This one is for Intramurals.
Janeen Manzo helps pledges Marti Farguson and Barbara Brashear learn sorority songs.

Nancy Brennard, President, accepts the trophy the Tri Delts won for being Best Sorority from Tony Uribe, President of the Student Association.

DELTA DELTA DELTA-BEST SORORITY

Pat Maveety and Ginny Jansen star Tri Delts nominated for Homecoming Queen.
Members of Phrateres admire the trophy won for Best Independent Organization on Campus.

PHRATERS-OUTSTANDING INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATION

Making streamers for cars on days of football games was one of the many activities that helped Phrateres win Outstanding Independent Organization.
CHEERLEADERS

Dianne Irvin
Head Cheerleader

Susie Boyd

Carole Jenness

Karen Johnson

Sandy Strain

Sandi Van Brunt
The 1962-63 cheerleaders were the main source of spirit this year. They saw the football team, with its new coach, through a successful season and cheered the basketball team, one of the finest in the country. These enthusiastic girls brought pep rallies to the campus for the first time, and they appeared on television several times for the purpose of promoting school spirit. Their support of all school activities was noticed by their peppy, new uniforms seen at nearly every function. From left to right, top row: Carole Jenness, Dianne Irvin, Sandi Van Brunt. Bottom row: Susie Boyd, Sandy Strain, Karen Johnson.
GOLDDIGGERS

Suzane Fitzpatrick
Margie Garcia
Glenda Grissom

Jan Person
HEAD GOLDDIGGER

Linda Hollenshead
Barbara Hudson
Ruby Kellgone
Janet King

Carolyn Landavazo
Peggy Latham
Dale Long
Pat Lynch
Nancy Marshall

Mary Martinez
Yolanda Martinez
Olga Medino
Gloria Nelson
Kathy Oth

Gina Orellena
Peggy Onick
Mary Oesou
Patricia Palafox
Pat Peterson

255
Coach O. A. (Bum) Phillips, new to Texas Western this year, led our team through its most promising season in many years.

FOOTBALL

The respect and admiration for Coach Phillips is plainly evident, not only among the athletes, but among the students as well.
Top left: Pat Brinkley
Guard

Above: Luis Hernandez
Guard

Tim Morton
Guard

Jim Nash
Guard
Robert Glover starts into the game.
Mart Adams
Tackle

Dennis Brewer
Tackle

Below left: Robert Glover
Tackle

Below: David Hardison
Tackle

Below right: Steve Johnson
Tackle
Texas Western's game with Trinity on Thanksgiving Day was not only enjoyable but profitable as well.
Texas Western makes a successful tackle and keeps the other team from making a first down.

Jim Evans
End

Ulysses Kendall
End

Ralph Kennedy
End

Don Leveridge
Quarterback
Pat O'Donnell
Quarterback

Kenneth Willingham
Quarterback

Below right: Don Boyce
Fullback

Raymond Jackson
Fullback

Below: Larry Durham
Fullback
Above left: Bob Mortimer
        Fullback

Above: Louis Beauchamp
        Halfback

Ronnie Bostwick
        Halfback

Paul Bryant
        Halfback

Harrison Gamble
        Halfback
Texas Western's Defense shows why it was one of the best in the school's history.
THIS TEAM BROKE ALL

Top Row: Willie Brown, Bobby Leslie, Steve Tredennick, Brian Carpenter, Billy Maddox, Tony Toren, Dickie John, Nolan Richardson
Bottom Row: Bobby Joe Hill, Ron Shockley, Jim Barnes, Ted Sterret, Danny Vaughn, Ernest Campbell.
Coach Don Haskins played his college ball at Oklahoma State and came to Texas Western in 1961 to guide our team through its most successful season in T. W. C.'s history and to a bid in the N.C.A.A. tournaments.
Jim Barnes

Willie Brown

Bottom Left: Ernest Campbell

Below: Brian Carpenter

Bobby Joe Hill
Arizona's attempt to divert our ball proved to be unsuccessful and we kept the ball.

Bobby Leslie

Willie Brown's superior jumping ability illustrates why we had such a winning season.
Texas Western’s offense sees this ball into the basket for another two points.

Fancy footwork is one of the keynotes to our continuous victories.
Members of the Freshman Basketball Team are Lewis Buodoin, Orsten Artis, Togo Railey, Jerry Armstrong, Jerry Christopher, Harry Flouinoy, Philip Hinesley, Jimmy Holmes, and Jimmy Paul.
SUCCESS

Coach Moe Iba, like Coach Haskins, played college basketball at Oklahoma State, and came to T. W. C. just this year to lead our freshman team to its most successful season ever.
(l. to r.) Jimmy Allen, Ted Teegarden, John Weisheit, James Smith, Ray Hilburn, and Zeck Williams

(top to bottom) Ted Teegarden, Robert Odell, Celso Rico, and Charles Whitson.

(l. to r.) Ray Hilburn, Fred Brocker, Jim Moore and Ray White
TRACK
1963

Track Coach
Ross Moore

Coach Don Hardin
Track
JAN RODGERS
MILITARY QUEEN
MILITARY

DIANE FRENCH

SUE HAYES

MONRA RAE JENKINS

JODY LASSATER

PAT LYNCH

COURT

Karen Parks
From left to right: Ernie Fulford, Battalion Commander; Bill Kramer, S-3; Tony Perez, S-1; Gene Daniel, S-4.

From left to right: Henry LaPointe, S-1; Louis Roe, S-4; Jay Madrid, S-2; Mike Holland, S-3; Joe Larrimore, Battalion Commander.

These R.O.T.C. cadets head for the arms room after a vigorous hours' drill.
Comp. Co., Mike Lanpher; Executive Officer, Bill Yerby; Plt. Ldrs., Bill Nunn, Jack Chanoux, Ricardo Aranda

B CO.

Column Right . . . !
C CO.


Four years of this?
These cadets spend many hours of drilling, standing at attention, and military instruction in order that they may be properly prepared to enter the U.S. Army as officers.
F CO.

Comp. Co., Thomas Treece; Plt. Ldrs., Sandy McClesky, Robert Craig, Edwin Ranels; Guidon Bearer, Winfred Craft

ATTEN--HUT!.
Now, this is the way you do it.

Comp. Co., Dennis McGurk; Plt. Ldrs., Hector Armenta, Carlos Dominguez
Captain Ernie Fulford; First Lt. Chance Williams; Second Lt. William Kramer; First Sgt. Tony Perez.

SCABBARD AND BLADE

Back row: Ernie Fulford, Chance Williams, Bill Kramer, Anthony Perez, Frank Ball
Third row: Larry Menchaca, R. Aranda, Jay Madrid, Jack Kotur, Stuart Kincaid
Second row: Richard Chew, Joe Larremore, Charles O'Reilly, Russell Donohue
First row: Emet Dunn, Robert McClesky, Paul Larremore, Robert Craig
IRENE MARTINEZ
PERSHING RIFLES' SWEETHEART
Ah! The rigors of Army life!

PERSHING RIFLES

Third row: G. Matthews, F. Ball, G. Feldman, R. Alden, M. Lanpher
First row: J. Drahan, D. Baker, L. Grau, W. Craig, I. Martinez, P. Larremore
From left to right are: Adrian J. Johnson, William J. Kramer, Douglas L. Tomkins, John H. Richey, and Edwin R. Ranels.

**FLIGHT TRAINING**

Adrian Johnson stands beside the helicopter that was used for the new flight training program this year.
Pam Carson, Peggy Wright and Gail McNutt are the pretty nominees for Rifle Team Sweetheart with Gail being their final choice.

RIFLE TEAM

Members of the Rifle Team kneel while Gail, Pam, and Peggy liven up the picture.
ADVERTISING
SOUTHWEST FAVORITES!
Morton's Potato Chips
Morton's chip-0's

“Morton's” on the Label...

MORTON FOODS
Dallas • Fort Worth • Lubbock • El Paso

FOR YOUR NEXT SCHOOL TRIP
CHARTER
A
Moore Service Bus

MOORE SERVICE, INC.
Electric Bldg. KE 3-1666

Guarantee
SHOES

College Fashions the Year Round
Fine Footwear Since 1903

Downtown.....110 Texas to 211 E. San Antonio
Chelmont........5218 Montana

Patterson

The Finest of Cameras and Supplies

720 N. Stanton (our ONLY location) KE 2-6956

PHOTO SUPPLIES

SIC: 7336

Saunders and McAfee

Insurance & Bonds

C. F. Saunders Tom W. McAfee
C. F. Saunders, Jr.

101 Arizona LI 2-1691

El Paso
Federal Savings and Loan
Association

Two offices To Serve You—

517 N. Kansas
KE 23945

8512 Dyer
SK 1-1236

Compliments of a
FRIEND
Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Co., Inc.

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERS

El Paso—Albuquerque—Santa Fe—Denver—Phoenix—Las Vegas
Honolulu
An Organization of Electrical Engineers
trained to the intricate needs of
the construction industry.

**BE SMART!**

**LIVE BETTER...ELECTRICALLY!**

EL PASO ELECTRIC COMPANY
LAS CRUCES - ANTHONY - FABENS - HATCH - SIERRA BLANCA - VAN HORN - YELETA - CHESNUT & DOWNTOWN EL PASO

IT'S BATTER WHIPPED

Kahn's Bakery Company, Inc.

KE 2-2693

COMPLIMENTS
OF
McKee Rx Pharmacy
107 E. San Antonio

Feders Jewelers Inc.
Corner Texas and Stanton
Complete selection of titles, all subjects. Choose from both hard covers, paper backs.

Give books, the gift that's cherished forever. Start your own personal library now.

Public speaking, government and politics, mysteries, humor, manners, thrillers.

you'll find it, of course, at

AMERICAN FURNITURE CO.

2 BIG STORES with EVERYTHING for YOUR HOME

Main Store Downtown-Oregon at Texas

Northgate Store-Dyer at Diana

the big Sports Store has the big Selection and the LOWEST PRICES

208 North Stanton
Whatever your plans for the future may be — new home, travel, new car, education expenses, money for hobbies or opportunities — the swing to success is keyed to saving. Decide on an amount to be saved regularly from your income. Save it!
ROBERT E. McKEE

GENERAL CONTRACTOR, INC.

KVOF

Campus Radio

“Dial fifty-six”

ZORK

HARDWARE CO.

115 San Francisco

El Paso, Texas

First State Bank

2005 Montana

Conveniently Located at Five Points

Member F.D.I.C. El Paso, Texas

Echlin-Irvin-Crowell

& Co.

INSURANCE

Founded in 1910

355 Myrtle Ave.

El Paso, Texas

ARIZONA

MEXICO

Charcoal

Hamburgers

charcoal

RESTAURANT

4042 N. Mesa

Carter’s Flower Shops

2310 N. Piedras

KE 3-2758

2017 Montana . KE 3-7768

S. H. Kress

and Company

211 N. Mesa

EL PASO NATURAL GAS COMPANY

EL PASO — DALLAS — LOS ANGELES — SANTA FE

GO

FIRST

CLASS WITH

NATURAL

GAS

EL PASO NATURAL GAS COMPANY

Compliments of

TEXAS

NEW MEXICO

Charcoal

Hamburgers

charcoal

RESTAURANT

4042 N. Mesa

Carter’s Flower Shops

2310 N. Piedras

KE 3-2758

2017 Montana . KE 3-7768

S. H. Kress

and Company

211 N. Mesa

EL PASO NATURAL GAS COMPANY

EL PASO — DALLAS — LOS ANGELES — SANTA FE

GO

FIRST

CLASS WITH

NATURAL

GAS

EL PASO NATURAL GAS COMPANY

805 Montana

Potomac 1910

~ Myrtle Ave.

E1Paso,Texas

2905

Conveniently Located at Five Points

Member F.D.I.C. El Paso, Texas

Echlin-Irvin-Crowell

& Co.

INSURANCE

Founded in 1910

355 Myrtle Ave.

El Paso, Texas

ARIZONA

MEXICO
"We are happy to be your Official School Photographer"

LO 5-9282
4415 Pershing
C. H. Leavell & Company

1900 Wyoming Street
El Paso, Texas

POPULAR-DOWNTOWN in the midst of a huge re-beautification plan. Some facets already completed in gorgeous new surroundings . . . . more to come.

POPULAR-BASSETT . . . 91,000 square feet of sheer beauty on two levels. No effort spared to make it the ultimate in shipping convenience.

NOW Popular Has 2 Great Stores To Serve You....
Books Record Progress

and we sell books...

See us also when you need
- class rings
- drugs sundries
- greeting cards
- gifts for all occasions
- stationery
- college jewelry
- complete line of paperbacks
- art supplies
- pictures and frames
- decals of all kinds
- gift wrapping supplies

TWC Bookstore

---

EL BURRO

VARIETY MAGAZINE

Published six times this year with the finest
in variety and humor to be found in a college
magazine in the Southwest.

PUBLISHED BY
STUDENT
PUBLICATIONS,
INC.
TEXAS
WESTERN
COLLEGE.
WE SALUTE OUR WONDERFUL COLLEGE FASHION COUNCIL

Here are the young women who have done so much to further the well-groomed campus look by sponsoring the selection of the 10 Best Dressed Coeds, 5 Best Dressed Eds, Best Dressed Male Faculty Member, and Best Dressed Woman Faculty Member.

Seated, from left to right: Eileen Morgan, Linda Ul-in, Emma McKnight, Diana Dreckman, and Ann Abernathy; standing, in the same order: Kit Detwiler, Judy Rogers, Toni Wiggs, Diane Hunter, Sandi Van Brunt, and Sanna Eshelman.

Humble Oil & Refining Company

Border Machinery Co.

El Paso, Texas

International Harvester Construction Equipment Distributor for West Texas and Southern New Mexico

Automatic Vending Company

Compliments of

Elite Laundry and Cleaners Co.

408-20 Oregon 532-2455

1050 Eastside Blvd.
Catering to Texas Western Correspondents in All Principal Cities

See America’s Southwest first...

Go Places With CHEVRON

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF TEXAS

El Paso Laundry and Cleaners Co.

Established 1891
El Paso, Texas

Launderers
Cleaning & Pressing
Hats Cleaned and Blocked
Rug Cleaning and Sizing
Fur Storage

Dial KE 2-5413
Main Office and Plant
901-911 South Santa Fe St.

The OASIS

RESTAURANTS • DRIVE-INS

"FOR A MALT OR A MEAL"
Rodehaver - Miller
FUNERAL HOME
2600 Yandell
El Paso, Texas
LO 5-2748

American Printing Company
1121 E. Missouri
KE 2-6881

Where Are You Going?
RUDOLPH CHEVROLET
415 W. San Antonio KE 2-1631
71 N. Mesa KE 2-1631
5600 LO 5-9901

for modern versatility... the Southwest builds with concrete

SOUTHWESTERN PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
makers of EL TORO cements
SOUTHWESTERN PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
El Paso and Odessa, Texas
You'll Look Like Cinderella with a hair style from

Sandy's

Salon of Beauty
9430 McCombs SK 1-2181

Ponsford Brothers

General Contractors
914 East Missouri El Paso, Texas

Coors

COMPLIMENTS OF DICKSHIRE
203 N. CHELSEA
EL PASO, TEXAS

Road-Runningest Gasolines in the West

EL PASO
5,300
STUDENTS READ
THE PROSPECTOR
PER WEEK

Some go around stepping on the "As-
sayer of Student Opinion," but most stu-
dents are content to read Texas West-
ern's weekly newspaper

Published by
Student Publications, Inc.

one good Western

Western Vending Company
Covers the Southwest Like the Sun
Your college education will open many doors for you, now and in the future. So will your savings account at Mutual Federal. Even a small amount put away regularly will be earning for you, growing for you at the rate of 4% compounded semi-annually. Start your account today.
EATON, SUE 103
EGLIN, PAT 224
EKDAL, NANCY 136, 201, 226
ELKINS, JULIE 195
ELKINS, WILLIAM 194
ELLEBEE, THOMAS 193
ELLERBEE, ROBERT 261
ELLIOTT, MITZIE 254
ELIZONDO, ELANE 212
EMERY, MICHAEL 136, 238
EMMANNUR, MARY 170
EMMERLING, KURT 192
ENGLISH, JOHN 117, 234
ENRIQUEZ, GUERRA 136
ENRIQUEZ, MARY FRANCES 190
EPSTEIN, SANDRA 219, 228
ERBE, ERNST 185
ERION, MILLIE 126, 171
ESCALANTE, BECKY 254
ESCARCEGO, JOHN 103
ESCOBEDO, RUBBYNA 212
ESCONTRIAS, MIKE 218
ESHELMAN, SANDRA 59, 103, 169, 190, 210
ESPER, WARD 193, 195
ESPINO, MARGARET 136, 195
ETTER, JANET 226
EVANS, BRIDGET 112
EVANS, JAMES 256
EVANS, PAT 254

FAITH, JUDY 226
FANNING, LARRY 236
FANT, LEE 217
FARGARSON, MARTE 224, 248
FARNEY, HELEN 226
FARNsworth, JUDY 212
FARRAR, NANCY 103, 214, 222
FELDMAN, GARY 205
FELDMAN, JOSEPH 219, 240
FERNANDEZ, MANNY 206
FERNANDEZ, SANDY 126, 254
FIELD, TED 185
FIELDING, GEORGE 118
FILLERMAN, RICHARD 214
FINE, KAY 126
FINERTY, SHERRIE 224
FIOL, JOHN 126, 206
FISCHER, SHARON 208
FISK, CAROLYN 136, 226
FISKE, JOAN 226
FITZPATRICK, SUZANE 212, 255
FLEMING, CAROLYN 226
FLETCHER, PATRICIA 118, 173, 183, 186, 222
FLOOD, KATHY 222
FLORES, RICHARD 187
FLORES, VERONICA 195
FLOURNOY, HARRY 274
It is with great pleasure and some apprehension that I present the 1963 Flowsheet to you, the students and faculty of Texas Western College. I sincerely hope the months spent by the yearbook staff have resulted in a book which will always bring pleasurable memories to each of you.

Many people contributed to this book who will receive no recognition. Yet without their assistance this book would never have gone to press. Therefore, I would like to extend my heartiest thanks to a few of them.

To Mr. John Middagh, advisor to the Flowsheet, for his support throughout the year.

To Mr. Frank Goss and Henington Publishing Company for their patience and advice.

To Mr. Steele Jones and Mr. James Whitlaw for their assistance in obtaining faculty pictures.

To Mr. Eddie Mullins for sports pictures; to Sgt. Swidelsky for ROTC pictures.

To Ed Flynn, Jim Bacon, Jeff Berry, and Bob Baker for special photographs; to Ted MacIag for the bulk of the photographic work.

And to many others who went out of their way to assist me this year.

Finally, a special note of thanks to Kit Detwiler, Maggi Wiswell, and the entire staff for not only producing an annual, but for putting up with me.

Charles O'Reilly, Editor

1963 Flowsheet